European Veterans Fencing
2020 Virtual Congress
AGENDA
Note: Click on a heading to see the relevant documents.
1. Minutes of Last Meeting
All matters arising are covered in reports and documents provided
2. Presidents Report
We are experiencing extraordinary times as we struggle to come to grips with
the Covid 19 pandemic. While the last three months have been very difficult
and, for some of us, very sad, the 9 months before that have been a
celebration of the growth and development of Veterans Fencing in Europe.
We hope to see a gradual return to participation in the sport we love and a
resumption of our competitions and championships very soon.
Report
3. Secretary/Treasurers Report
Note that in the light of current situation 2019 membership status will be held
over to 2021
4. Report on Cognac Individual Championships
Summary of the success of the Championships in Cognac in 2019
5. Report on Circuit Competitions
We started the European Veterans Circuit in the current 2019-20 season with
the aim to provide motivation for fencers to travel outside their own
countries and to provide quality events to encourage local fencers to enter.
The data shown in the presentation confirm that we achieved this goal even
though the season could not be completed because of COVID-19. We would
like to thank all the organisers who had a great part in the success of the
European Circuit events and all the fencers who travelled to participate in
these events. As a result of the interest in our Circuit, we have received
requests from more countries to include events or to increase current events
to include more weapons. The twelve original events have been awarded for
three years and we decided to add one weapon to three events to reach a
total of 5 events for each weapon.
6. Circuit Competition 2021 Guidelines
We started this season providing the organisers with very general guidelines,
leaving them the definition of most issues regarding their competition
organisation; after the experience we got from this first season, we decided to

update the guidelines with the goal to provide a more uniform approach to the
whole European Circuit.
7. Reports from Country Representatives
All member countries are invited to share their activities and achievements
Belgium
Denmark
Germany
Great Britain
Hungary
Italy
Portugal
Sweden
Switzerland
8. Preview of forthcoming Championships
Update as much as possible in the current environment
Hamburg
2022 Team Championships
North Macedonia 2023 Individual Championships
Bulgaria
2023 Individual Championships
9. Election of Board Members
a. Technology
b. One nomination – John Mason – elected for 1 year
10. The President thanks everyone for being flexible and careful and wishes you all good
health and safety.

